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Allplan in practice

The Advantages of BIM
“Thanks to BIM, we can achieve a very high level of cost accuracy, which we used on the Giessen Tower
project for both the preliminary design and construction.”
Matthias Moog, atelier ww Architekten SIA
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85-METER-HIGH TOWER AS NEW
LANDMARK OF THE REGION

PLANNING THE GIESSEN TOWER
ACROSS ALL PHASES WITH BIM
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riences has he had that he wishes to pass along?
„Do not draw too much in the beginning, but rather
build step-by-step. And do not specify too many
attributes when exchanging via the IFC interface,“

„We have never worked on a project in 3D in so
much detail as with the Giessen Tower project,“
says Matthias Moog. He and his team are continuously faced with new challenges, but they find

answers Matthias Moog.

THE ADVANTAGES OF BIM ON THE
GIESSEN TOWER PROJECT
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„Many Allplan tools help us to efficiently
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easily using 3D visualization“.
Matthias Moog,
atelier ww Architekten SIA
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„The advantages are really impressive. This is why
we now recommend BIM digital planning to clients
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